We explicate the necessity and feasibility of directly recovering an electrical frame clock in OTDM systems and present a concrete scheme. One bit frame header with a different amplitude is inserted into every frame in order to make the OTDM signal contain the frame frequency spectral line in its signal spectrum. The performance is analyzed, including the time jitter and the bit-error caused by it.
Introduction
As a potential way to improve the capacity of optical transmission systems in the future, optical time-division multiplexing (OTDM) and kinds of relevant techniques have been researched widely. One of the key issues is the time recovery. Several all-optical schemes have been demonstrated, such as optical tank circuits [1] , the injection-locking of mode-locked laser [2] and optical-PLL circuits [3] for recovering frame clock, which is perhaps the most successful method up to date. But a serious problem still exists: In TDM system (either electrical or optical), the frame synchronism and channel recognition must be realized in demultiplexers and receivers. In doing so, we must be able to adjust the phase of clock signal exactly and dynamically according to the channel wanted. For optical clock, the mere way is to use adjustable delay line, then the operating speed and accuracy all are limited. So, there is no question that it will be convenient to recover an electrical frame clock on account of the facilitation of phase control. In fact, the frame clock recovered by optical-PLL scheme is also electrical. But the defect is that this scheme is too complex, and moreover, the bit alignment can not be accomplished within the scheme because there is no fixed phase relationship between the clock and OTDM signal. In contrast, if we can use some kind of electrical clock extracting method, just like in traditional TDM systems, to recover the frame clock in OTDM system, the problem can be solved. In this paper, we propose a concrete scheme and by its performance analysis we prove the feasibility of this idea. With an assumption of gaussian demultiplexing window shape, the bit-error rate (BER) resulting from the jitter of the extracted frame clock is analyzed too.
Frame format and spectrum analysis
In traditional TDM systems, a certain frame format is designed and several alignment bits with a specific codepattern are inserted into each frame for the frame synchronism and channel recognition. In OTDM systems, the frame format design is also necessary for the same reason. More important, for our electrical time recovery scheme, the insertion of frame alignment bits makes sure that a discrete line spectral component at frame frequency fs exists in the received optical signal. This is the prerequisite to directly extracting clock. The design adapted here is illustrated in Fig. 1 .
The time-domain expression is:
where, g(t) is the base waveform of optical pulse, I k ' is the random information bit of the i-th channel at the kth frame, T s is the frame period, T b is the bit period, N is the number of channels in every frame, A and AH are amplitudes of information bits and frame header, respectively.
This is a simple design, in which, only the first channel bit in each frame is assigned as the alignment bit (frame header, fixed as logic T). A h larger than A is for getting enough frame frequency line spectral component from the OTDM signal and distinguishing the frame header from other information channel bits in receiver end.
The ratio A h /A is an essential parameter in the design. -frame /'- The spectrum of the OTDM signal with such frame format is shown in Fig. 2 . For instance, in spectral analysis we assume f s = 2.5 GHz, Ν = 8, and take the ratio At/A = 1 as an initiate. In the figure, S c (f) is the continuous spectrum and D(nf s ) is the line spectral component at nf s . We can see that a line spectral component at f s (2.5 GHz) exists.
In formula, the continuous spectrum is:
and the frame clock component is (complex amplitude): 
Clock extracting
The clock recovery circuit is shown in Fig. 3 . Except for a photo-detector (PD), it is similar to the traditional time-extracting circuit in TDM systems. The demand on the bandwidth of PD is that it has enough response at f s . Despite of the high bit-rate of OTDM systems, the frame frequency f s is still low and should be in the operation speed range of the electronic circuits and typical photodetector. So, this demand is easy to satisfy.
Passing through the PD and a transimpedance preamplifier, the injected optical intensity signal is converted to voltage signal. Then, a narrow band-pass filter, which transfer function is H(f), is used to extract the electrical frame clock. Here, we take:
It is a second order band-pass filter, where, B is the full width, half maximum (FWHM) bandwidth and ξ is the damping factor. The center frequency of the filter is f s and so the frame frequency component can pass through the filter without loss. But besides, some continuous spectral power within the pass-band can be transferred too, which becomes the noise in the recovered clock signal. This noise coming from the unwanted continuous spectrum will result in jitter being on the extracted frame clock. It is well known (can be proved with central limit theorem) that this noise can be considered a narrow-band Gaussian process and so the time jitter (phase noise converted from magnitude noise) caused by it has a Gaussian distribution too. The mean-square value σ 2 of the time jitter is: ( 
5) 2-SNR \2π
where SNR = P C /PN is the signal noise ratio of the clock signal. From the result shown in Fig. 4 , it can be calculated that SNR of the frame clock is 17.7 dB. Then root of mean-square time jitter is 5.8 ps. In the calculation above, we take ratio A h /A = 1, from (2) and (3), increasing this ratio is an effective way to improve the quality of the extracted frame clock. 
Jitter and bit-error
After adjusting the phase, amplitude and the shape of the extracted electrical clock signal, the clock can be used to drive the demultiplexer, which separates the individual channel from the OTDM signal. Without doubt, jitter of the clock will bring about bit-error since it will deteriorate the performance of demultiplexer and receiver. To simplify bit-error evaluation, we make the following assumptions:
1. In the receiver, time signal will be recovered again from the demultiplexed optical signal.
2. Assume that after the demultiplexer is an ideal photon-counting receiver.
Then, we can only consider the effect of the time jitter on demultiplexer and ignore other factors.
As for different kind of demultiplexer*, which has different On/Off window shape, the effect of time jitter will be different too. An ideal On/Off property (rectangular window shape and the width equals to bit period T b ) should have the maximum jitter tolerance, but with the presented techniques, it is unrealizable. In bit-error analysis here, we assume a gaussian demultiplexing window shape, it is a good approximation for many kinds of demultiplexers. Considering the example system here 
Jitter (unit:T h )
Journal of Optical Communications In Fig. 6 , Ep is the optical energy actually passing through the demultiplexer during each ON state window. The receiver will make decision on the channel bit according to this value. E d is the decision level and equals half of the maximum of E p . And td, t d , t<j' are the time points when the E p equals to E d . Due to the inter-channel crosstalk, t d and t d have different values. Only two pattern are shown in the figure: (a)-The neighbor channels are "0" and so there is no inter-channel crosstalk resulting from the time jitter. In this situation, on account of symmetry of P(J t ), the probability of bit-error is 2j£'P(J,)dJ t . We neglect the probability of |J t |>T b . It does not matter when the time jitter is small (the same approximation is taken in other patterns); (b)-The neighbor channels are "1", from the figure, the probability of bit-error is 2 · J^ P(J,)dJ t . In this situation, the deviation of the clock phase (time jitter) makes part of neighbor bit's energy pass through the demultiplexer and so introduces crosstalk. Since the target channel is ' 1' too, the crosstalk actually makes a positive effect. But when the target channel bit is Ό', it will not be the case at all. We have to investigate the bit-error probabilities at all the probable patterns. The total bit-error rate (BER) is the sum of all these probabilities timed by 1/8, since the number of total situations is 8 and each one occurs with equal probability. At last, we obtain: Jp(j t )dJ t +Jp(J t )dJ t + Jp(J t )dJ t Fig. 7 is the BER varying with the ratio A h /A, which changes from 1 to 3, in our 8 χ 2.5 Gb/s example system. The bandwidth B of extracting filter still is 5 MHz. It is found that A h /A must be more than two for BER less than ~10~9. However, there are some other methods to improve further the quality of the clock, such as using a PLL circuit with high Q-value to extract the clock, instead of the narrow-bandpass filter. In real system design, we can combine these two methods.
* To match with our scheme, a demultiplexer driven directly by the electrical clock is more suitable, such as the demultiplexer based on electrooptic ON/OFF gate [6] . In that case, the result about Ah/A will be precise. When an all-optical demultiplexer is adapted, for example, nonlinear optical loop mirror (NOLM), we need to use the electrical clock obtained here to drive a short pulse optical source to create an optical clock further. During this procedure, the jitter of the clock may be modified. A research work on this subject is being done.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a scheme of using electrical clock extracting technique in OTDM system and analyzed its performance. A simple model of the time jitter and bit-error caused by it has been given and the simulation proves that the scheme is completely feas-ible. Because all components needed are electronic, the scheme is easy to realize and facilitates integration. More important, because the extracted frame clock has a fixed phase relationship with the OTDM signal, by a phase adjusting circuit, we can exactly align the clock with any channel we want. It makes the channel recognition become possible. Additionally, compared with other techniques of carrying frame clock in OTDM signal such as inserting a channel with different polarization or wavelength [5] , the scheme proposed here avoids the difficulty caused by the phase shift of the clock due to the dispersion.
